Yealink VC Camera Profolio
Yealink VC Full HD PTZ Camera
Yealink video conferencing cameras provide the ultimate experience to
optimize video collaboration. The Yealink video conferencing camerasVCC18 and VCC20 are specifically designed for the Yealink video conferencing systems. With a completely digital sensor to capture incredible
detail, these cameras also have a wide field of view making them flexible
enough to use in a medium-sized meeting room. To further advance
image clarity and flexibility of use, these two cameras deliver immersive
image quality in a wide range of light conditions, including low-light

Yealink VC 12X PTZ Camera VCC20

environments. Both VCC18 and VCC20 are designed to support and
enhance HD video communications by providing lifelike video quality
through its optical zoom, better low-light handling in small and medium
spaces and support for Full HD 1080p up to 30 frames per second. Delivering best in class video quality to all participants, Yealink VCC18 or VCC20 is
the ideal choice for a truly collaborative, true-to-life communication

Yealink VC 18X PTZ Camera VCC18

Two camera options to meet your needs
Yealink VC 12X PTZ Camera VCC20
If you are seeking a superb pan/tilt/zoom (PTZ) video conferencing camera
for medium-size meeting rooms, the Yealink VCC20 is an ideal choice.

• Elegant, stylish design

2.18M pixels HD CMOS sensor plus 12X optical zoom power the VCC20 HD

• Full HD 1080p30 video transmission

PTZ, delivering HD images up to 1080p@30 fps. The Yealink VCC20 camera

• Clear, crisp and natural colors

is an optimal solution for a smaller environment. It is so detailed and true to
life that you feel like you are in the meeting room with everyone else.
Yealink VC 18X PTZ Camera VCC18
2.3M pixels HD CMOS sensor powers the VCC18 HD PTZ, delivering HD
images up to 1080p@30 fps. It features a fast, stable AF and wide angle lens
with up to 18X optical zoom, maintaining high-quality images at a distance

from precisely tuned optics
• Pan/Tilt/Zoom Functionality
• Advanced white balance controls
and auto-focus
• Excellent Low-Light Handling

which is more suitable for a medium-sized meeting room. With smooth,
quiet PTZ handling, Yealink VCC18 ensures that everyone’s eyes are focused
on the purpose of the meeting. When paired with a Yealink VC120 or a
Yealink VC400, it delivers the ultimate communication experience with
simplify usability and excellent image quality.

www.yealink.com

Yealink VC Camera Profolio Specifications

VCC20

VCC18

1/2.8” HD CMOS

1/2.8” HD CMOS

1920 x 1080

1920 x 1080

1080p/30, 1080p/25, 720p/30,720p/25

1080p/30, 1080p/25

30 fps

30 fps

Lens Focal Length

f=3.92mm to 47.32mm

f=4.7mm to 84.6mm

Lens Aperture (F#)

F/1.84 ~ F/2.81

F/1.6 ~ F/2.8

12x optical

18x optical

70.0°

55.2°

48°

32.0°

0.5 lux (in daylight),
0.1 lux (at night)

0.5 lux (in daylight),
0.1 lux (at night)

>55dB

>55dB

Focus

Auto/Manual

Auto/Manual

Exposure

Auto/Manual

Auto/Manual

ATW/Auto/Manual

ATW/Auto/Manual

Pan Range

±100°

±100°

Tilt Range

±30°

±30°

1/30 ~ 1/10000 seconds

1/25 ~ 1/10000 seconds

√

√

Yealink VC120/VC400

Yealink VC120/VC400

Medium

Medium

Dimensions (W*H*D)

235 mm*172 mm*169 mm

282 mm*152 mm*159 mm

Operating Humidity

20% - 85%

19% ~ 50%

0°C ~ 40°C

-10°C ~ 50°C

Camera Type
Maximum Resolution
Video Output Pixels
Maximum FPS

Zoom
Horizontal Field of View
Vertical Field of View
Min. Illumination
Signal Noise Ratio (SNR)

White Balance (WB)

Shutter Speed
Beauty Shot
Video System Compatibility
Room Size

Operating Temperature
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